A. Lava & Son

At A. Lava & Son we define ourselves as a leading U.S. based cut & sew manufacturing facility. Operating as a family owned business for over 102 years we currently produce over 15,000 sewn products weekly while employing over 350 associates in our 300,000 sq. ft. Chicago, IL, USA, location. We continue to leverage our strong position within the mattress industry while continuing to strengthen our position to take advantage of apparel re-shoring opportunities. We employ computerized cutting equipment as well as state of the art design software. Our in-house design and new product development team, as well as our seamstresses, have decades of experience in the apparel industry. Staffing up to meet future demand is never an issue for A. Lava & Son.

For more information go to: www.alavason.com/
Allett Wallet Company

Allett is well known for making the World’s Thinnest Wallets. Our slim wallet designs are unique and patented. Made of technologically advanced materials, Allett wallets are shockingly light weight and amazingly slim regardless of contents.

Allett is a family business and has been manufacturing in the USA since 1995. Our product selection includes men’s and women’s wallets, travel wallets, theft proof RFID wallets and card holders. With over 20 years of growth in the niche ‘slim wallet’ category, you can find reviews and testimonials online boasting product excellence and a reputation for outstanding customer service. Allett is an authentic American brand with a product that delivers. Allett has been featured in the New York Times, NPR and Los Angeles Times among many other publications.

For more information, please go to: www.All-ett.com
Anto

Since its opening in 1955, Anto has been dedicated to uniting elegance with irreproachable craftsmanship. Anto quickly became America’s leading bespoke shirt maker. His sons, Jack and Ken, who joined the business in the early 1980s have carried their father’s legacy and passion by mastering the craft and by marrying old world traditions with new world technology.

The Anto showroom is located in Beverly Hills with their new factory located in Sherman Oaks, California.

Anto’s "ready to wear" shirts and accessories are a descendent of Anto bespoke and are of the same quality craftsmanship and materials also used in bespoke. The fabrics and styles chosen for these collections of dress shirts, formal shirts, tuxedo shirts, and casual sport shirts have been inspired by popular bespoke shirts and classic essentials that make up a man's wardrobe. All ready-made shirts are made at the Anto factory in America.
Aloha Outlet

Spreading the Hawaiian Brand Worldwide

Founded in 2003 Aloha Outlet is an online retailer based in Waikiki on the Hawaiian Island of Oahu. The company primarily operates as an online ecommerce store, but also has “brick-and-mortar” retail stores in Hawaii and Japan.

With 1000s of products ranging from authentic Hawaiian shirts, muumuus, dresses, and fabric, to Hula supplies, and accessories - all coming directly from Hawaii - Aloha Outlet is the one stop shop for Hawaiian products online. Our goal is to become the number 1 seller of Hawaiian products in the world.

Aloha Outlet offers competitive prices with the largest selection of Hawaiian apparel and goods online by working with several Hawaii based companies.

For more information, please go to: www.alohaoutlet.com
Bravo Handbags

Bravo Handbags have been in business since January 2000 and we sell all over the US and approximately 15 other countries. Terry Smith is the Owner of Bravo Handbags/Bravo Fashion and our website is www.BravoFashion.net and www.BravoHandbags.com

All Bravo Handbags Enamel Coated Calfskin Leathers are dyed with color then embossed with a print then sprayed with Acrylic Enamel Paint as used on Mercedes Benz, BMW, Porsche and Ferrari. All products are handmade in USA using Italian Leathers and using only high-quality components. This Acrylic Enamel Paint will ensure all bags and wallets will look like new for a lifetime of use from the day purchased. The leathers will never crack, scratch or mark under normal use. All Bravo Beverly Hills Collection bags and wallets are also 99% RFID Proof protecting your vital information from Identity theft as Acrylic Enamel Paint deflects RFID Waves. Bravo has many Innovative Designs not copied by others.
Carter Industries Inc.

Carter Industries, Inc. was formed in January 1995 and is a major manufacturer of Military Apparel for the United States Armed Forces. Due to its adherence to the highest level of quality and customer service, Carter is now the exclusive manufacturer and supplier of CWU-27P Nomex flight suits and ICVC Coveralls to the Philadelphia Defense Logistics Agency (DLA).

In January 2009 Carter received an award from DLA in recognition of its highest level of customer service and support. To date, Carter has completed 32 large contracts for its products, allowing for a large amount of its flight suits to be kept in stock & available for extremely quick lead times. Carter's flight suits and ICVC coveralls are all manufactured in the United States.

For more information please go to: https://www.carterny.com/
Chaucer Leather

Chaucer Accessories, Inc., has been making quality leather products in Haverhill, Massachusetts since 1975. In the USA, we make belts, wallets and bags, and from our US office, also contract manufacture men’s footwear in North America. We work with all types of leathers: Cowhide, American Bison, American Deer, American Elk, American Alligator, Crocodile, Lizard, Ostrich and more. We have production capacity of 15000 pcs per month. We work mostly with international brands who need small production runs and fast turnaround. We have resources and customers in every continent and regularly ship all over the world.

Contact us at info@Chaucerleather.com
Classic Rug Collection Inc


We design and sell durable, elegant indoor/outdoor logo mats and fabricated rugs made in Dalton, Georgia. Use these rugs to brand your name at retail stores, trade shows, hotels, and restaurants.

We also design one-of-a-kind, finest quality hand-knotted or tufted rugs for residential or commercial use. Working with the world’s top designers, we have created rugs for presidential suites in a Mecca hotel, a chateau in France, and residences in Moscow. Our rugs have been sold at 25 US museums; we have designed rugs for the Metropolitan Museum.

For more information, please go to: www.ClassicRug.com
Cockpit USA creates authentic military reproductions and military-inspired garments for the modern fashion customer as well as producing for the USA government and international governments. Our top-quality Made in USA men’s and women’s outerwear in leather, sheepskin and textile as well as accessories and t-shirts are rooted in the USA’s rugged military and aviation tradition.

Our garments are also worn by celebrities such as Tom Hardy, Drake, Arnold Schwarzenegger, Beyoncé and many others. Cockpit USA collaborates with nationally recognized brands such as Allen Edmonds and emerging brands such as American Trench or trendy New York boutiques such as Kinfolk in Brooklyn. Since Cockpit has the ability to produce quickly and work on personalized items, many movie studios and TV shows use our products: Top Gun, Black List, Jane the Virgin, The Brave, Quantico, Blind Spot and Billions to name a few.

For more information please go to www.cockpitusa.com
Edley Fabrics, Inc.

Edley Fabrics is a family owned business that first started as Edley Company in 1947, selling tricot fabrics to the lingerie market on Madison Avenue, in New York City.

Through the years, the company went through a few business reiterations as Avis Textiles and Edley Associates and in 2012 morphed into Edley Fabrics.

The fabrics, such as tulle, net, bridal illusion, maline, crinoline fabrics, 15 and 40 denier tricot, brushed tricot and Russian veiling are used for apparel, craft, bridal, packaging, floral, special event, costume, dance wear, gift baskets, lingerie, evening wear, burial garments, and party supplies.

Edley Fabrics sells internationally and only wholesale.

Company website:
www.edley.com
and
www.tulle.net
EMMELLE is a womenswear collection designed and hand made in New York. Defined by a timeless aesthetic with an artistic perspective, the brand focuses on premium quality and clean, distinctive silhouettes. The name EMMELLE originates from Mi Jong Lee’s initials ‘M.L.’

In 1982, the EMMELLE retail store opened, and the wholesale division was introduced in 2007. The brand is now sold in over 65 stores across the United States, and is still dedicated to exceptional quality and preserving the NYC garment district traditions.

Please visit https://emmelledesign.com/ or email info@emmelledesign.com for more information.
Everest Textile

Everest Textile is a leading sustainable enterprise, which develops fusion innovation - fashion and functional fabrics made from synthetic and recycled materials. The company owns more than 300 business partners and has become a long-term partner with international and outdoor sports brands, such as Nike, Decathlon, Lululemon, The North Face, GAP, POLO, and Patagonia.

In 2016, Everest Textile initiated its “5+5 Moonshot Thinking” visionary project and invested in a manufacturing facility in North Carolina. From November 2017 the factory has become one of the largest textile factories in the United States.

Everest Textile’s plants are constructed as eco-industrial parks, equipped with smart hardware and software as well as with energy-saving and carbon-reducing installations.

For more information, please go to: http://www.everest.com.tw/_english/00_site/00_overview.aspx?MID=13
FOXERS

FOXERS- USA Atlanta, GA based company was founded in January 2007 on a patented idea by designer, April Spring.

USA made products include: lace camisoles, velvet palazzo pants, racer back tanks, deep V-T-shirts; deep pocket skirts, summer flirty dresses, and boy briefs for her. Men’s boxer briefs also to create the COUPLES collection—Embroidered boxers for the bride and groom or His & Her matching undies. Worn by American celebrities for years. Great quality and customer service are our strongest assets along with design and comfort. New collections six (6) times per year. Basics in 6 colors produced monthly. Women’s and Men’s.

For more information please go to: http://www.foxers.com
Gigi Montrose Moto Couture

Gigi Montrose Moto Couture is a unique line of functional and fashionable motorcycle apparel made in Los Angeles, CA. The focus is on the function and technical design built specifically for a woman’s body and necessary for comfort, performance and safety.

Dedicated to building a company and products with high standards of excellence we are creating an individual identity for women motorcyclists and always looking to evolve with technology. Our products have unique features of style, strength, and sustainability and our goal is to accommodate the ever growing and evolving female moto-enthusiast.

We use DuPont™ Kevlar® aramid fiber - a protective material as an inter-liner throughout the body and sleeves of each jacket.

Gigi Montrose Moto Couture and Zeyphr are Registered Trademarks and the designs are patented.

For more information please go to: www.gigimontrose.com or e-mail info@gigimontrose.com
Hentz Manufacturing

Hentz Manufacturing is an all-inclusive contract sewing manufacturer with over 40 years of experience, located in Fort Wayne, Indiana. We can bring your product from concept to completion all under one roof. We provide flexible services and can do large or small batch production. We specialize in bags, luggage, purses, totes, accessories, medical, military, and furnishings.

Services Include Design, Fabric/Trim Sourcing, Pattern Making, Sample Making, Cutting, Large and Small Batch Production, Shipping

For more information please go to www.hentzmfg.com or e-mail usmade@hentzmfg.com
Jarick Collections Ltd

HEIKE

A Fashion Label with German Roots, Trained in London, Made in New York City.

Heike NY stands for design, quality, longevity and an aesthetic for the individualist and world traveler, who is looking to stand out. Heike makes clothing with clean architectural lines combined with intricate cuts and engineered detailing.

The designer, Heike Jarick, is a German-born, London-Schooled, Milan-trained and globally focused fashion designer, who lives in New York city.

Certified by “Made in the NYC” every piece in the collection is made in New York City with specially developed technologically advanced and modern fabrics. The designs and patterns are created in the design studio. The products have unique characteristics, such as creative concepts, smart detailing, sculptural and fluid, unisex aspects, transformable, versatile, and reversible, to name a few.

The brand’s target customers are the hip professionals between 25 and 45 years of age. They include the urban creatives, intellectuals, world travelers, educated and wealthy, as well as women, who want to stand out without being flamboyant.

Company website: www.heike-ny.com/
**Jonevon Furs Ltd**

Made in NY fur hats and specialty custom-made garments of USA origin skins (mink) and European skins (sable, chinchilla, lamb).

The company’s Lenore Marshall New York hat line is a well-known hat brand dating to the 1950s.

All products are made onsite in its Manhattan studio and sold at Neiman Marcus and specialty fur salons in the USA, China, Korea and Japan.

Joseph’s Place Inc

Your Favorite Styles in Los Angeles Delivered Below $20!

Joseph’s Place has been around in the manufacturing business for over 30 years and its merchandise is 100% proudly made in the USA.

Joseph’s Place specialty is Plus Size Fashion. It is a place where you can feel free, safe, and relaxed to express yourself through our diversity of styles.

Our number one mission is to make everyone of ALL shapes, size, color, gender, feel beautiful and confident in their own skin.

For more information, please visit: https://below20dresses.com
Jump Design Group

Founded in 1990, Jump Design Group is a manufacturer of Special Occasion, Evening and Daytime dresses, and sportswear for the Junior, Missy and Plus Sizes.


Jump is uniquely positioned to understand what sells. The company delivers the highest quality quickly.

For more information, please go to: www.jumpdesigngroup.com
KENT

KENT is a radically natural collection of organic silk lingerie and loungewear basics designed and produced in Los Angeles, CA.

KENT collections are created with certified organic silks, organic and low impact dyes, and a fair and transparent supply chain.

The strongest natural fiber, organic silk is a breathable, natural temperature regulator. It’s also hypo-allergenic and perfect for sensitive skin.

We are committed to contributing to the new global narrative of femininity and creating meaningful opportunities for females around the world. With each KENT product, we fund a program in critical areas to empower female futures.

For more information, please go to:
www.kentwoman.com
**KNIT-RITE**

**THERAFIRM®** gradient compression hosiery delivers a controlled amount of pressure greatest at the ankle and gradually decreases towards the top of the stocking to promote better blood flow and assist in preventing swelling. **THERAFIRM®** is 100% made in the USA in our own manufacturing facilities.

**TheraSport by Therafirm Athletic Compression Socks** deliver a controlled amount of pressure which is greatest at the ankle and gradually decreases as it comes up the leg. This true gradient compression helps improve circulation which in turn can help provide reduction in muscle fatigue, enhanced performance and faster recovery.

For more information, please go to: [https://www.therafirm.com](https://www.therafirm.com)
Worldwide Image Resources by Laopan, Inc.

The One-Stop-Shop for Your Made In USA Apparel & Promotional Products.

Worldwide Image Resources by Laopan, Inc. has a team of skilled professionals with over 32 years of experience in the apparel and promotional product industry providing products for companies worldwide. We specialize in exporting Made in USA apparel for corporations, team uniforms, and retail programs as well as branding opportunities for gift and event products. We have screen-printing and embroidery factories with film-outputting and digitizing capabilities.

Laopan, Inc. is an Export Trading Company that can assist your business with shipping facilitation and documentation.

For more information go to: www.Laopan.com
www.worldwideimageresources.com
Established in 2005, Lewis Cho embodies a contemporary femininity that is wearable with an edge. Inspired by an appreciation for minimalism, geometric shapes and American sportswear, designer Annie Lewis creates a wardrobe with sophisticated versatility.

Lewis Cho prefers to use environmentally friendly fabrics and proudly makes use of American made goods and services whenever possible.

For more information go to www.lewischo.com
Lily & Taylor

Established in 1989, Lily & Taylor is located in the heart of New York’s midtown Manhattan garment district. Lily & Taylor is known to manufacture premium quality special occasion suits, dresses, fur accessories and hats for the lady who deserves the classy yet stunning look without being overly done. Our suits and dresses are all made in NYC. Our designers travel the world over to find the newest and latest yet high quality fabrics and detailing that are created into the impeccable designs that would flatter the unique shape of each individual woman of elegance and sophistication. As its parent line, the Sapphire Collection offers the best of fabrics, and impeccable details in a wide range of Usher suits, dresses and leisure wear that will make your purse smile. It exudes quiet elegance in a high class and demanding world of fashion.

Company website: www.lilyandtaylor.com
Magic Textiles LLC

Magic Textiles LLC has been a supplier of military specification fabrics to the U.S. Defense Department and foreign defense ministries for the last 30 years. Through its network of suppliers and its expertise the company has become a trusted and unique supplier to the world's militaries. Specializing in comfort and safety, our focus is on fire retardant fabrics and accessories, insect repellent treatments, anti-odor, anti-static and antimicrobial products such as t-shirts and antibacterial socks incorporating silver.

[www.magictxl.com](http://www.magictxl.com)

Featured products are: Santé Reusable Stethoscope Covers - [www.santecovers.com](http://www.santecovers.com) and Germ Eraser - [www.germeraser.net](http://www.germeraser.net)

These innovative products are designed to protect people and surfaces from bacteria and viruses.
Mi Jong Lee


Mi Jong Lee is a designer women’s ready-to-wear collection 100% designed and manufactured in New York City under the creative direction of the brand’s namesake Korean-American designer, Mi Jong Lee. The brand is a member of “Made in New York,” and was certified in 2016 by the New York City.

Each season, the collection brings forward a colorful artistic influence, original print design, and high ethical standards.

Mi Jong Lee is available at the brand’s NYC flagship, online at Moda Operandi, and in over fifteen designer specialty stores across North America.

For more information, please go to www.mijonglee.com or email info@mijonglee.com
Mimi Plange

Established in 2012 by Creative Director Mimi Plange and Ibrahim Ndoye, Mimi Plange is an American Womenswear brand inspired by African Art, Rituals and Architecture and featuring a unique mix of African Traditions and Western Modernity.

Passionate entrepreneurs, the founders create timeless and relevant geometric silhouettes with a focus on fashion and tech, featuring hand-crafted leather goods by local artisans in New York’s Garment District.

The award-winning duo was the first recipient of Fashion Institute of Technology’s prestigious Design Entrepreneurs Award. They have gained recognition by dressing high profile individuals, including former First Lady, Michelle Obama, Rihanna, and Vanessa Hudgens, to name a few.

The brand also produces limited edition items like bikes and skateboard decks that represent their collaborations and distinctive custom prints.

For more information, please go to www.mimiplange.com
Minan Wong

Empowering, Responsible, Pragmatic

Minan Wong is a sustainable womenswear brand based in New York City’s FIT Design Entrepreneur Collaborative space, that celebrates the strength of women.

Each piece is created to support women in their everyday challenges by highlighting their strength and confidence.

We aim to empower women in a responsible fashion. Therefore, we believe great design starts with sustainable and durable fabrics such as organic cotton, and Tencel®.

We produce in the heart of New York City’s Garment District factories that provide fair wages and safe working conditions.

For more information, please go to: https://www.minanwong.com/
Mule

Mule is a line of premium minimalist wallets with unique design features like pull-tab pockets, RFID theft protection and built in mini-pens for added convenience. Mule wallets are handcrafted in San Diego, California. The brand’s style echoes Southern California's beach lifestyle with rich earth tones and natural organic materials that reflects California’s coastal desert landscape.

Mule wallets come in options like canvas-nylon and non-toxic vegetable tanned leather. Built slim with modern clean lines and function that can’t be beat. Mule products are made with rugged yet refined materials that make a smooth transition from urban to outdoor activity. Additional product categories include etched leather coasters and Horween leather belts. Mule is a small batch manufacturer bringing a rich family legacy of California manufacturing and heritage quality to the modern millennial consumer. The Mule brand highlights organic, handcrafted, modern design.

For more information, please go to: www.MuleCarry.com
MyKool

MyKool is a U.S. manufacturer of four-seasons apparel that gives you a competitive edge. Developed for NASA’s astronauts, Outlast® thermocules® are the MyKool difference. These microscopic ‘space voids’ help trap heat as your body temperature rises, then releases it as you start to cool down—preventing a chill. We use science to help delay sweating, reduce fluid lose, and enhance your comfort.

The Raglan design, flat seams, as well as the fabric’s feel will make our brand your favorite shirt.

Though not medically proven or tested, our Autism Spectrum customers say our product has improved their quality of life.

For more information go to:
https://www.mykool.us
or e-mail mswartzwelder@mykool.us
National Textile Industries (NTI)

A third-generation family business, National Textile Industries (NTI), has been supplying broadcloth and trimmings since 1958, when Sal Gagliano and his father Thomas launched the small trimming house, National Bias Binding, on the lower east side of New York City.

Today, NTI converts poly cotton broadcloth for all types of manufacturers of products varying from home furnishings to medical. NTI’s bias binding division produces approximately 295 million yards of trimming a year. The company has developed an unsurpassed reputation in the industry for quality fabric and in-stock program of over 150 solid colors.

NTI is proud with their products - 100 % authentic and exclusively manufactured in the U.S.A. from seeding to weaving to finishing.

For more information, please go to: www.NationalTextile.Net
Noamex, Inc.

Noamex, Inc is a family owned and operated recycler of used clothing and related accessories. Our enduring commitment to quality and customer service has established us as a leading supplier of these items since 1962. The merchandise we supply includes: Used Clothing, Used Shoes, Toys, Pocketbooks, Handbags, Schoolbags, Vintage Clothing, Wipers.

We speak several languages and welcome the opportunity to service your needs, whether it is for a container load of merchandise or just a few boxes or bales.

Company website: www.noamex.com
Phunkshun Wear

Founded in 2011, Phunkshun Wear is dedicated to producing top-quality winter sports soft goods through sustainable practices and domestic US-manufacturing.

We proudly source American-milled fabric that are made from recycled plastic bottles, and cut/sew/print our products in Denver, Colorado. Manufacturing in-house and at the edge of the Rocky Mountains gives us an incredible opportunity to experiment and develop new products, while also allowing us to deliver a high standard of quality.

For more information, please go to: www.phunkshunwear.com or contact info@phunkshunwear.com
Pink Boutique

“Make a Statement Without Saying a Word.”

Pink Boutique is Seattle’s most unique Styling & Fashion Boutique. Tana Yasu, an innovative designer inspired by Halston, Chanel and Classic Retro Designs, invented the Hood-Scarf - an Ergonomic and Utalitarian Accessory designed and hand crafted in the Seattle, Washington.

The Hood-Scarf combines two accessories, (hat and scarf) into one. It provides warmth without bulk and weight and retains its insulating properties when wet. It is hypoallergenic, breathable, and easy to clean.

For more information please go to: www.PinkBoutique.Mobi
Rago

*Styles from Over 70+ Years of Successful Merchandising*

Rago was established in 1945. Designs have been developed and perfected with specialty stores input as to fit and design!

The dialogue with our specialty stores has created our designs and the full range of garments with effective shaping.

Rago brand is recognized by USA & International trade for functional, well-fitting garments of extremely high quality and unique patented techniques. Exclusive Rago garment features include: Contour Circle Technology, constructed and coordinated shapewear pieces for fashion & perfect shaping.

Rago designs are proprietary and the products have special visually identifiable features, such as construction, fabrics, and silhouettes.

For more information please go to: [www.ragoshapewear.com](http://www.ragoshapewear.com)
Retazo offers a circular training program, which uses design and systems thinking tools and teaches factories new ways of producing so they can diversify their offering.

For more information go to www.retazo.co
Savannah Luggage Works

Established in 1978, Savannah Luggage works is a fully integrated contract cut & sew manufacturer of leading-edge military gear, and market specific commercial/ consumer products.

Savannah Luggage Works has three state of the art plants, the latest equipment and technology and a staff of highly trained and motivated associates, all dedicated to complete customer satisfaction. All orders are completed in the United States. We are Hubzone certified, Viet Nam veteran owned & a small business.

For more information, please go to: http://www.savannahluggage.com
Tosca New York Collection

In 2002, co-founders of Tosca New York, Henry Schickerling and Marion Milenovic opened a New York showroom for designing and manufacturing high end evening wear. Together for 16 years, they have made the label Tosca New York synonymous with beautifully styled custom evening wear, expertly fitted to the client’s exact specifications and measurements.

Tosca New York collection is without a doubt chic and romantic. Ethereal Flowing chiffons, graceful silk crepes, platinum embroidered and beaded tulle gowns, and glamorous gold and blush gowns with appliqued flowers - all stand out and are appropriate for any black-tie event.

First Ladies, international opera stars, television personalities, and acclaimed musical and theatrical performers, royalty and dignitaries have all worn Tosca New York. The gowns are also sold through prestigious specialty stores in New York and the United States.

For more information, please visit: www.TOSCANEWYORK.com
USJETi ™

United States Jarvis Export Trading International Inc.

US Jeti TM is a USA Manufacturers Group, which supplies Made in the U.S. products for the Global Markets.

The company offers manufacturing services and markets U.S. products overseas introducing new and innovative products to foreign markets.

Product categories include: woolen, cotton and alpacas milled products, such as blankets, apparel, work gloves, nylon compression stocking, sheers, sports hiking socks, hats, caps, gloves and mittens, leather gloves made from buffalo, elk skin & deerskin.

US JETi provides advisory services to its manufacturers group regarding product adaptation to foreign markets, assists its clients with establishing sales and distribution channels into foreign countries, and provides marketing materials for USA products to foreign importers, distributors, and retailers. The company also provides market research and information about: domestic and foreign regulations and commercial and political risk.

For more information, please go to www.USJETi.com
Z Form is a custom design and manufacturing firm that produces flattering uniforms unrivaled by our competition.

Our team has a high fashion background with uniform expertise. We specialize in cocktail & hostess dresses, suits, tuxedos, shirts, vests, pants, and skirts. All sizes are welcome.

Z Form is handmade in New York (Brooklyn, and Manhattan’s Garment District), which allows us to design high-quality style, with quick deliveries, low minimums, and our clothing is durable.

Currently, we cater to the casino, hotel, nightclub, and restaurant market. Our uniforms can be seen at The Cosmopolitan of Las Vegas; Hilton; Jean Georges; Aria Resort and Casino; MGM Grand, among others.

For more information, please go to: [www.zimbacollections.com](http://www.zimbacollections.com) and [www.zformuniform.com](http://www.zformuniform.com)